
Instructions (No-Drill Kit Installation): 

Video Instructions at: https://rumble.com/vu5zjh-the-green-guard-hd-magnetic-mount-demonstration-video.html  

1.)  Determine a good flat mounting location on your mower to install The Green Guard with Magnetic Base.  Clean the 
area and then set the base in place.  (Note: For the Original Green Guard, the base should set 1.75” back from the edge, 
so that the edge of the swing arm lines up with the edge of the mower deck.  For the ‘SLIM’ model it should set 0.75” 
back.  If it needs to set back further or up further to avoid an obstruction, there are spacers included that can be installed 
between the Swing Arm and Guard, to bring the guard out to the mower deck edge.)  Center the base as much as 
possible with the chute opening, but it can be up to 4” off-center in either direction to avoid an obstruction.  

            

2.) If you need to raise the unit to avoid an obstruction, you can remove the cup magnets, and install the included 

spacers and washers between the magnets and the base (to raise the unit ½”).  Then reinstall using the included 2” 

screws, and discard the 1” screws.  If you need to raise the unit even more, you can purchase additional spacers on 

the common parts page of our website.  (https://the-green-guard.com/collections/common-parts)  

 

 

Note:  If you order The Green Guard ‘SLIM’, we will supply it 

with spacers already installed.   The GG ‘SLIM’ unit needs to 

be raised 1” in order for everything to line up correctly. 

 

 

3.) Attach the supplied lanyard to an open hole in The Green 

Guard Base.  Then wrap it around the frame or something 

else secure on the mower, and clip it back to itself to take up 

any slack.  Note:  This lanyard is just a safety, in the unlikely 

case that the guard hits something and gets knocked loose, 

the lanyard will keep you from loosing it, or having it end up 

under the mower. 

 

 

4.) Your No-Drill Kit also includes (3) Magnetic cable mounts.  These allow 

you to secure your wiring with a zip tie, where you don’t have framing 

or something else secure to zip tie your wiring to.    

 

5.) Please proceed with installation instructions.  (These are only the 

instructions particular to your no drill kit.) 
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